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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation of research
In this research, two new techniques were developed to enable 3D printing technologies for
artificial compound eye system and penetrating glassy carbon neural electrode array. In recent
years, 3D printing technology has been used in many areas, such as organ printing, aerospace
applications, and medical devices. With the development of new capabilities with higher resolution,
faster production speed, and more design flexibility, 3D printing technologies potentially can be
applied in new emerging areas. Stereolithography (SLA)/digital light processing (DLP) based 3D
printers allow polymers to be fabricated into solid 3D structural. The method uses UV light to
initiate a chain reaction on a layer of resin or monomer solution with an excellent resolution as
low as 10um, which can be effectively used for the additive manufacturing of complex geometry.
Also, the growing consensus of adapting the SLA/DLP 3D printing method over traditional
techniques is attributed to several advantages, including fabrication of complex geometry with
high precision, maximum material savings, flexibility on design, and personal customization.
Based on these properties, the SLA/DLP 3D printing gives a better way to fabricate the compound
eye system with complex 3D geometry and to fabricate the millimeter penetrating neural electrode
array.
However, the current SLA/DLP 3D printing has several shortcomings that limit its
applications, including rough surfaces and limited polymer materials. The other challenge is that
it can only process one material at a time. In this work, we present two fabrication processes to
address the limitation of SLA/DLP 3D printing by integrating synergistic techniques into the
approaches.
The first work is the application of SLA 3D printing technology to fabricate 3D structures
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that mimic an artificial compound eye system. There are two main challenges to achieve this design
with a conventional SLA 3D printer. The first issue is that a compound eye system requires smooth
surfaces of the optical units for imaging, which is difficult to achieve for layer-by-layer deposition.
The second issue is that a functional compound eyes system consists of several materials with
different refractive indices. The existing SLA, however, is limited to one material processing.
Therefore, a polymer filling process is proposed and used to achieve the artificial optical unit's
smooth surfaces, as well as to integrate multiple materials.
The second work is the application of DLP 3D printing technology to fabricate the penetrating
electrical-conducting carbon neural probes arrays. While the DLP 3D printing allows high-aspectratio polymer structures, they are not electrically conductive. Our approach involves a pyrolysis
step to convert the polymer into electrical-conductive glassy carbon. This method enables DLP
printing to be used in carbon-based biomedical applications.
1.2 Review of 3D printing
Three-dimensional (3D) printing technology is a manufacturing method that creates a 3D
object layer-by-layer from a CAD file. Unlike traditional manufacturing processes, such as CNC
machining a part is built by subtracting material from a block of material. 3D printing is one of
additive manufacturing that can be used if the components are fabricated in plastic, metal, or
rubber.
The 3D printing technology can be divided into five main types based on the application and
materials, as shown in Fig.1.1, including vat photopolymerization, powder bed fusion, material
extrusion, material jetting, and binder jetting [1, 2]. In the section, we are just focusing on 3D
printing technology in our experiment: stereolithography (SLA) and digital light processing (DLP).
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Both SLA and DLP are in the vat polymerization family and can be adapted to the small object
printing [3].

Fig.1.1. Different types of 3D printing technology[2].

SLA and DLP are very similar processes based on the same working principle (vat
polymerization). Both are using light to cure and harden specific areas of resin to form a solid
structure. In SLA, the photosensitive thermoset polymers are used as the processing material. An
object is created by using an ultraviolet (UV) laser beam to cure the polymer resin layer-by-layer.
Alternatively, DLP printers use a digital light projector screen to flash a single image of each layer
all at once and then form the object layer by layer. The SLA/DLP based printers mainly consist of
a UV curing light source (laser beam/ digital light projector screen), a z-axis movement elevator,
a print platform, an additional UV curing chamber, a liquid photosensitive material, and the
material cartridge tank as shown in Fig.1.2 [4, 5]. The process of the SLA is as follows; First, the
building platform is loaded into the container of the resin by the z-axis movement elevator. The
position of the platform is required at the distance of one-layer height between the bottom surface
of the resin tank. Then a UV laser is focused on the bottom surface of liquid resin through a set of
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mirrors. The polymerization will only happen on this surface after the first layer is curing and
solidifying. The platform is relocated and move a one-layer distance up. Then the curing process
repeats until the part is completed. After printing, the region is in a not-fully-cured state, which is
flexible. Post-Processing under UV light can be applied if very high mechanical and thermal
properties are required.

Fig.1.2 Structure of the SLA based printer and DLP based printer[5].

In the commercialized SLA/DLP 3D printing systems, most printing parameters are fixed by
the manufacturer. Nevertheless, some design rules need to be followed to have an increased quality
of the printed object.
For the SLA/DLP printing methods, the UV light can only be focused on the bottom surface
of the resin tank, which is a transparent membrane. As a result, a skinny layer of the object is
created with each instance. The laser is focused on the membrane. Before the next laser/projection
image pass to create a newly printed layer, the first thin layer needs to be separated from the
membrane surface and move away from one-layer thickness. The process is repeated until the
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object has completed printing. Here, since high-stress areas are along the horizontal thin layer edge,
it is possible to cause object warping.
The key to the successful printing of an object is reducing the surface tension between the
transparent membrane and the printed purpose. This surface tension in a separation process is
directly proportional to the printed area's cross-section contact area. The design changed the
orientation of the object before printing allows it to be printed at a specific angle to the building
platform. This tiled angle reduces the cross-section area. In the meantime, orientation also leads to
an increase in the number of supports and leads to poor quality of print in some designs. As a result,
setting the object's orientation is one way to reduce the cross-sectional area for each layer. Other
alternatives to improve the printing quality for SLA/DLP include (1) reducing the number of the
horizontal regions within the design and (2) adding holes or hollow components within the surfaces.
The Fig.1.3 shows an SLA/DLP design with and without orientation changes. The left image shows
how the image is loaded initially into the software. Here, supports are automatically created. The
right image shows how the shift in orientation can build the object at an angle to the building
platform. It can be observed that the oriented one has much more complicated supports, but it
reduces the area of z-axis cross-section. A design rule of the SLA/DLP is summarized in Table 1.
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Fig.1.3 an SLA/DLP design with and without orientation changes.
Table 1: A guide list for designing SLA/DLP features.
Feature
Design rules
Walls with supports
≤ 0.4mm thick
Walls without supports
≤ 0.6mm thick
Overhangs
≤ 1mm in length and
≤ 19° origination
Holes
≤ 0.5mm diameter
Connections
≤ 0.2mm for assembly connections
Embossed structure
≤ 0.1mm height
Engraved structure
≤ 0.4mm wide and thick
SLA/DLP printing is created through layer-by-layer processing, which leaves the surface
topography directly relative to the printer's resolution. Comparing with other 3D printing
technology, SLA/DLP is an ideal method for small parts that require a high level of accuracy. For
example, SLA can achieve much higher resolutions than fused deposition modeling (FDM). For
an SLA printer, the horizontal resolution is determined by the size of a laser spot, which usually
has a range from 30 to 140 microns. As a result, the minimum feature size in the design cannot be
smaller than the laser spot size. Otherwise, the smaller part cannot be separated. The vertical
resolution of the printer has a range typically from 25 to 200 microns. Choosing vertical resolution
is a trade-off between speed and quality, which is dependent on the specific requirement of print.
By comparison, a desktop FDM 3D printer typically prints each layer in a vertical direction at 150
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to 400 microns.
Fig.1.4 lists a summary of advantages and disadvantages for most current 3D printing
technologies. The essential power of the SLA/DLP technology is that the SLA/DLP can print parts
with very high dimensional accuracy and intricate details. The high resolution on the vertical
direction makes it possible to create a smoother surface than other methods. Furthermore,
SLA/DLP has various functional polymer materials available, such as transparent and flexible
structures.
In contrast, the SLA/DLP prints are generally brittle with a weak mechanical property. The
mechanical property can be changed by exposing the printed object to light, due to the non-fully
crosslink printing process. Even though the SLA/DLP has variable polymer materials that can be
selected, it can only print one material at a given time. Also, the SLA/DLP is based on the
photosensitive polymer materials, which are non-electrically conductive. Another limitation of
SLA is the process that always requires support structures to be added. The surfaces with supports
lead to a much rougher surface than the surface without supports added. As a result, the SLA/DLP
3D printing technology is limited in some applications. In our experiment, we are developing new
methods for the 3D printing technology to address the limitation of 3D printing itself in two new
applications, including artificial apposition compound eye and penetrating neural probes array.

Fig.1.4 A summary of most common 3D printing techniques
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1.3 Organization of the dissertation
The dissertation is organized as follows. The work demonstrated how 3D printing technology
combined with the polymer refill and surface tension to fabricate an artificial compound eye
system is presented in Chapter 2. An optical system for motion detection application of the
compound eyes is also presented in Chapter 2. In this Chapter, a biomimetic artificial compound
eye with complex 3D structure is developed to achieve an optical system combining the large field
of field view (FOV), the infinite depth of field (DOF), and high sensitivity to fast movement
detection. The artificial ommatidium array is structural and functional, close to the natural
compound eye. Each artificial ommatidium consists of a honeycomb hexagonal polymer lens, a
light-guiding polymer cone, a 3D printing cladding, and a light intensity sensor to collect the
change of light intensity during the motion detection. The different reflective index of polymer
(n=1.56) and 3D printing material (n=1.47) can provide the function of pigment cell, which acts
as the opaque walls to reduce the light crosstalk from one ommatidium into the adjacent one. The
curvature and spherical configuration of the lenses are achieved by surface tension control. The
fabrication of light-guiding polymer cone self-aligned with polymer lens is produced by a surface
treatment and polymer refill processes. The surface wettability is measured by contact angle
measurement, and the optical characteristics of the system are directly regulated by the surface
profiler to compare with the simulation results. The motion detection is studied by analyzing the
change of light intensity in a row of 5 ommatidium system.
Chapter 3 presents a fabrication method of penetrating glassy carbon neural electrode arrays,
which combines 3D printing and chemical pyrolysis technology. The carbon electrodes have
excellent biological compatibility and can be used in neural signal recording, electrical stimulation,
and electrochemical dopamine. Using a pre-treated Si wafer as the substrate of 3D printing state,
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SLA 3D printing technology is used to print the photosensitive resin into a cone shape. Next,
chemical pyrolysis is applied to convert the 3D prints into glassy carbon electrodes and modify
the carbon electrodes. Finally, the glassy carbon electrodes are packaged with conductive wires
and PDMS. This fabrication method simplifies the manufacturing process of carbon materials, and
the electrodes can be fabricated without deep reactive ion etching (DRIE). This method of glassy
carbon electrodes provides a novel approach to manufacture penetrating electrode for nerve
interface in biomedical engineering and micro-electromechanical systems.
Chapter 4 presents a summary of the work and conclusions.
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CHAPTER 2: FUNCTIONAL ARTIFICIAL COMPOUND EYE USING 3D PRINTING
TECHNOLOGY
Creatures observe the outside world through their eyes. Inspired by this, imaging devices such
as cameras were developed to capture the images of the environment. For some application areas,
the fabricated image system with small size and other excellent optical properties, such as wide
field of view (FOV) and infinite depth of field (DOF) is always expected.
The first insect compound eye in nature was found over half a billion years ago[6]. This
optical system has been optimized by natural selection to help small insects to adapt to their living
environment. The insects with different types of compound eyes always have various unique
features because of their unusual living environments, as some insects living in the deep water
with very low light intensity — some insects active in the daylight, and some activities in the
night[6-9].
Bio-inspired artificial compound eye system attracted lots of interest in recent years, thanks
to their unique outstanding optical properties, such as wide field of view, the infinite depth of field,
and high sensitivity to fast movement detection [4, 10-12]. For example, the compound eye system
has a wide field of view without head movement. Each optical unit was individually achieving
partial image information that reduces the response time to help detect a fast-moving target. As a
result, an imaging system with these advantages exhibits significant and considerable potential for
wide-field applications, such as the endoscope[13], machine vision sensor system [14], security
protection, and used in the medical field[15, 16]. Unlike the human eyes, the compound eye system
was utterly different architecture which consists tens to thousands of integrating small optical units
called ommatidia, whose arranged on a convex curved surface and individual component has its
own lens, crystalline cone and photoreceptor cells with a wave-guiding rhabdom[17, 18].
Therefore, the fabrication of a 3D structural artificial ommatidium is the first step toward achieving
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an artificial compound eye.
The main technical challenge is fabrication a complex 3D structures and functions optical units
array arranged on a curved surface. The traditional method was fabricating the different
components separately and assembling to form a 3D structure artificial compound eye. However,
these methods lead to a complicated fabrication process and usually request several expensive
facilities. In this work, a new approach by using SLA 3D printing and surface tension control the
polymer filling to fabricate structural and functional artificial apposition compound eye has been
proposed.
2. 1 Natural version system
In nature, the vision system is mainly divided into two types, including the single-lens eye
(such as human eyes) and compound eyes (Fig.2.1). Comparing the principle of these two
outstanding version systems, human eyes collect the incident light from objects in the outside
environment and focus the light onto a retina by a single lens. In contrast, the compound eyes
consist of several different structures that are associated with the insects’ living environments (i.e.,
apposition and superposition compound eyes, shows in Fig.2.1).
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Fig 2.1. Different types of natural eye systems and their artificial counter system. The eye
sensors of the artificial systems are based on planar components due to manufacturing restrictions.
The compound eyes system has a unique 3D structure and many outstanding optical
properties, such as wide field of view, the infinite depth of field, and fast movement detection but
low resolution. The resolution vs. FOV of both single-aperture eyes and compound eyes was
shown in Fig.2.2[19].

Fig.2.2 Comparisons of the compound eye and the single-aperture eye for resolution and
FOV[19].
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2.1.1 Single Aperture Eye
The single aperture eyes system is the most common eye found in mammals, such as human
eyes. The critical outstanding property of single-aperture eyes are high sensitivity and resolution;
however, to analysis, a large amount of image information requires a larger brain. The main
disadvantage of the single aperture eyes is the narrow field of view; for example, the human has
to be moved to observe the visual surrounding, which carried out eyes or head movement. Inspired
by this principle of optical imaging, there are many camera-eye-like imaging systems developed
in many applications, including the cell phone, digital, and industry cameras [20-23]. The
advantages of this type of camera system can achieve a high spatial resolution and combine
additional optical tools to enhance the imaging resolution by reducing aberrations [24]. However,
this single-lens camera system limited a narrow field of view (FOV). The definition of the FOV is
a part of the world that visible through the imaging system, which can be described in one of two
ways: angular field of view (in degree) and linear field of view (in lengths). As a result, an imaging
system with a large FOV has significant and considerable potential in many different fields. There
are only limited methods based on the traditional imaging system that has been demonstrated to
achieve a FOV over 90, including the fisheye lens and catadioptric camera [25, 26]. The main
disadvantage of the fisheye camera is the heavy distortion happening at the edges of the images.
The complicated lens combination led to a large device, which is challenging to reduce the size
and cost. In terms of the catadioptric lens, the system only able to provide a wide field of view for
a static scene due to a designed mechanical rotating structure. As a result, a high optical
performance imaging system with a sizeable field of view and reduced device size is a critical and
meaningful problem that needs to be solved. The smart idea is to observe how this issue can be
successfully addressed in nature.
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2.1.2 Compound eyes
Unlike the human eyes, the compound eye system was completely different architecture,
which consists of tens to thousands of integrating small optical units called ommatidia. The
ommatidium array was arranged on a convex curved surface, and the individual component has its
own lens, crystalline cone, and photoreceptor cells with a wave-guiding rhabdom. The natural
compound eyes have been classified into two main types: apposition and superposition compound
eyes (Fig.2.3).
In the apposition compound eye, the ommatidia are optically isolated, which means each
wave-guiding rhabdom only collected the light from its own lens. The crystalline cone has the
function of focusing the light on a narrow range of high light intensity, and the pigment cells can
provide optical insolation between the neighbor of ommatidia. In contrast, there is a clear zone
between the ommatidia in the superposition compound eye so that a single wave-guiding rhabdom
not only collects the light from its own lens. It receives the light from neighbor lenses as well.
Therefore, the superposition compound eye is much more capable of gathering light than the
apposition compound eye. As a result, the superposition compound eye is more common in the
deep-water creatures living in dimly lit environments [27-30].
In general, the higher number of ommatidia, the better resolution of imaging achieved in
the compound eye system. Compared with single-lens eyes, compound eyes have a lower
resolution of the image due to the lens aperture's small diameter. Nonetheless, compound eyes still
offer several excellent characteristics, including a wide field of view, nearly infinite depth of field,
and high sensitivity to fast movement detection. Based on these advantages, the compound eye
plays a vital role in recognizing the necessities of life as it provides a way to gain large amounts
of information from the environment, such as searching for food and detecting enemies.
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Fig.2.3 (A) Apposition type compound eye and (B) superposition compound eyes.

In the apposition type compound eye, the wave-guiding rhabdom only collects the incident
light from its own lens due to a layer of light-absorbing pigment cell that played as an optical
isolation wall to prevent light arriving from neighboring ommatidia. In contract, the superposition
eyes have a wide pigment-free region called clear zone (CZ), which makes the lenses and
photoreceptors separate. Based on this different structure, it allows the incident light through a
different lens to focus on single photoreceptors, which dramatically increase the capability of light
capture [31].
2.1.3 Optical parameters of the compound eye system
2.1.3.a Interommatidial angle.
Each individual optical unit has its own visual axis, which points into a different direction of
the object space (Fig.2.4). As a result, each photoreceptor only can detect the target is on the optical
axis or very close to it. The interommatidial angle can be defined by the equation:
∆ϕ = D/𝑅𝑒𝑦𝑒
where D is the diameter of each lens, and Reye is the radius of the curved surface.
2.1.3.b Acceptance angle.
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The size of the acceptance angle determines the trade-off between sensitivity and resolution.
It must be small in order to have a high resolution and large in order to achieve high sensitivity.
At an incident, light has the wavelength, 𝜆. A good estimated of the size of the acceptance angle
is given by
∆φ = [(𝑑/𝑓)2 + (𝜆/𝐷)2 ]1/2
Here, 𝑑/𝑓 is angular sensitivity due to the diameter of receptor 𝑑 with 𝑓 as the focal length of
ommatidia. 𝜆/𝐷 is the angular sensitivity due to diffraction with a single aperture diameter (D).
2.1.3.c Sensitivity.
One of the most important optical parameters using to evaluate the system's optical
performance is sensitivity. The sensitivity of an imaging system to an extended source can be
determined by the Land equation:
𝜋 2
𝑆 = ( ) (𝐷/𝑓)2 𝑑 2 (1 − 𝑒 −𝑘𝑙 )
4
, where k is the natural extinction coefficient of the photopigment in the receptor of the length l. f
denotes the focal length of the optical system, D is defined each lens aperture diameter, and d is
the diameter of each photoreceptor.
2.1.3.d Angular resolution.
The other most crucial factor of the compound eye is the resolution. In the compound eye
system. The angular resolution typically can be determined by the acceptance angle, which can be
given as:
1

χ = 1/∆φ =
2

≈ 𝑓/𝑑
2

√(𝑑 ) + ( 𝜆 )
𝐷
𝑓

Here, assumed the incident light is white light that uses the wavelength, 𝜆=0.55μm. And the lens
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diameter D is mm scale.

Fig.2.4 (A) Picture of the compound eyes of a Robber Fly (B) Operation principle of natural
apposition compound eye: Apposition compound eyes are composed of tens up to thousands of
optical units referred to as ommatidia arranged on a curved surface with radius Reye. Every microlens was an individual optical unit which only achieves a part of the image, and the total images
information combined the image information through every single unit. The ommatidia are
optically isolated by intermediate opaque walls for prevention of light crosstalk. The arrangement
of ommatidia on a spherical shell allows natural apposition compound eyes to have a wide FOV
while the total volume consumption is small. (C) SEM image of an ant’s compound eye. (D) (E)
SEM images of artificial Apposition type compound eye.
2.2 Fabrication of Artificial apposition compound eyes
2.2.1 Review of fabrication techniques
The main technical challenge is the fabrication of the complete 3D structure of the
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ommatidium, which consists of a lens, crystalline cone, and waveguide with pigment cells
surrounded. Also, each part has its own function. The apposition compound eye required the
incident light to be only focused on one rhabdom by an individual crystalline cone. The
neighboring ommatidium is optically isolated by opaque walls formed by pigments cell to avoid
optical crosstalk and ghost image. Previously, this challenge was solved by fabricating and then
aligning different layers of components. Duparré et al. demonstrated a thin compound eye camera
by aligning an array of UV-curable polymer lenses on a glass substrate and matching pinholes (Fig.
2.5) [32]. To the front of a similar purpose, Duparre et al. added different liquid lenses to widen
the FOV [33]. Tanida et al. proposed an artificial compound eye, TOMBO system, by inserting a
separation layer between the micro-lens and the photodetector arrays (Fig.2.6) [16]. All these
works to fabricate 3D structured compound eye systems with accurate alignment; however, the
method built on planar inherently sacrifices the FOV.

Fig.2.5 Schematic diagram of artificial apposition compound eye. (a) Without an opaque wall.
(b) With opaque wall.
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Fig.2.6 TOMBO system which is consisting of three layers of design and assemble to form the
complete compound eye system.
Zhang et al. present a method by aligning three different lens array layers to mimic apposition
compound eye on a curved substrate[34]. Stéphane Viollet reported an artificial compound eye
system fabricated by assembling and aligning the flexible PCB board with polymer lens array
(Fig.2.7)[35, 36]. And other approaches to achieve the artificial compound eye on a curved surface
are presented as well, such as Song et al. proposed nearly full hemispherical shapes digital
arthropod-inspired cameras (Fig.2.8)[37], and Jeong et al. presents biologically inspired artificial
compound eye by two light/thermal polymerizations (Fig.2.9)[38]. Although these methods allow
to fabricate the ommatidia array arranged on a curved surface to achieve a larger field of view, a
simple and cost-effective method with short processing time to mimic 3D ommatidia structures
and its function is still desirable.
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Fig.2.7 Curved artificial compound eye (CurvACE) design and assembly. (A) Three layers
design: optical units, photodetector, and interconnection. (B) Accurate alignment and assembly
process of three functional layers in the planar configuration. (C) Attaching the assembled array in
columns down to the flexible interconnection layer, which remains intact. (D) The final device of
the curved artificial compound eye.

Fig.2.8 Fabrication processing and components of a digital camera that takes the form of a
hemispherical, apposition compound eye.
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Fig.2.9 (A) (B) An optical cross-section and structure of a natural apposition compound eye (C)
(D) A scanning electron micrograph of an artificial compound eye and structure of artificial
apposition compound eye.
Recently, the stereolithography (SLA or 3D printing) is a useful tool for creating 3D complex
geometry which has significant advantages compared to planar photolithography. Lin et al. present
a method that uses two-photon 3D printing to fabricate the 3D artificial compound eye (Fig.2.10)
[39]. The technique avoids assembly errors by layered additive manufacturing the entire 3D
structure.
To address the issue discussed above, we present a two-steps novel method to fabricate a 3D
structure and functional artificial compound eye system. The method combines the 3D printing
technology as well as polymer refill and surface tension control for lens integration to achieve a
high optical performance large-scale. The artificial ommatidium consists of a honeycomb
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hexagonal lens, a polymer cone, a cylindrical-shape polymer waveguide, and a 3D printed
waveguide cladding with a lower reflective index surrounding the higher reflective index optical
polymer as shown in Fig.2.11. Like the ommatidium in nature, the polymer cone shape helps the
light focus on the polymer waveguide. The 3D printing cladding with a lower reflective index
worked as the opaque walls were introduced between each ommatidium to reduce the light cross
talk because of the total internal reflection.

Fig.2.10 A 3D model was fabricated by 3D printing. The images show the design with crosssection and top view of apposition compound eye[39].
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Fig.2.11.

(A) Cross-section of artificial Apposition type compound eye. The artificial

ommatidium consists of a honeycomb hexagonal lens, a polymer cone, a cylindrical-shape
polymer waveguide, and a 3D printed wave-guide cladding. (Top right). (B) (C) SEM images of
artificial Apposition type compound eye.
2.2.2 Materials and method
In our experiment, the Projet 1200 3D micro-SLA printer from the 3D system was used to
print different designs. The resin was selected VisiJet FTX Green, which had a dark green color
with a lower reflective index (n=1.47). The different geometry designs were easy to change using
AutoCAD software. For the surface hydrophilicity treatment, 0.1% Teflon AF 2400 type
amorphous fluoroplastic resin was selected to treat. The treatment reduces the surface energy to
turn the surface more hydrophobic, which helped the lenses separated well. The corona treatment
used to treat the inside wall's opening surface helps increase surface energy to avoid the air bubble
that is generated between the wall and the refill polymer. Two light sensitivity polymers with
different reflective index (n) and excellent optical property, which are NOA 164 (n=1.64) and
NOA81 (n=1.56), were selected as the refill polymer. A laboratory-made syringe pump system was
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used for polymer filling. In this system, a 1 mL syringe with a 0.46mm diameter needle was used
to add the polymer. A motorized x-y stage was connected to Repetier-Host software to control the
polymer loading location. A UV exposure chamber was used to cure the light-sensitive liquid
polymer solid. Before UV exposure, the 3D printed structure was flexible due to the resin was not
fully crosslinked, and it could be bent to form a curved surface by applying in-plane stress.
The process flow of the artificial compound eye fabrication is shown in Fig.2.12. The SLA
printer directly printed the different designs of 3D cladding structures. A two-step washing process
was followed. The printed object was first immersed in a container with an IPA solution. The print
was transfer to another container with a fresh IPA solution and washing for 2min by the ultrasonic
cleaner. Before the polymer refill, the surfaces of the prints were pre-treated by two different
treatments. The 3D printed object was first treated by the corona plasma, in this process, the prints
of whole opening surfaces were treated, and all treated surfaces increased hydrophilic
characteristics. After that, only the front and backside surfaces of print were coated a thin layer of
Teflon, which turned the surfaces hydrophobic. Then, two UV curable polymers with an excellent
optical property are then used to refill the 3D printed cladding and form the lenses through surface
tension. The two polymers had a different reflective index. A laboratory-made syringe pump
system controlled the filling volume and location. The radius of lens curvature could be controlled
by the geometry parameters aperture size (D) and 3D cladding length(l) with the controllable
volume of polymer refill. Finally, the 3D artificial ommatidia structure was solidified by UV
exposure in a UV lightbox.
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Fig.2.12 Fabrication process of apposition compound eye. (A)3D printing compound eye
cladding structure (B) Corona treatment of the whole 3D printing cladding surfaces, includes the
sidewall surface of the hollow (C) Teflon treatment for the only front and backside surfaces. (D)
Optical polymer refill, where the volume was controlled by a homemade syringe pump system;
(E) UV exposure to cure the optical polymer. (F) The curvature of the device can be controlled by
applying additional force and fixed by UV exposure.
2.2.3 Experiment set-up and measurement.
In the experiment measurements, White light interferometer (WLI), Dektec, and scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) were used to evaluate the surface morphologies and measure lenses
curvature. Contact angle measurements were used to determine the surface wettability. The number
of angles can be measured by ImageJ software to analyze pictures of the liquid droplet on different
treated surfaces. Furthermore, a 1951 USAF resolution chart was used to determine the resolution
of the system.
The focal length, magnification, and imaging performance of an optical system based on
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these devices were also evaluated. Furthermore, the set-up for measuring optical parameters and
imaging includes an optical microscope with different zoom lenses, a USB CCD camera, a twoaxis stage, a three-axis stage, and an optical fiber light source. The geometry of each lens was
measured by surface profiler and analysis by ImageJ software. Fig.2.13 shows the sketch of the
structure for a single ommatidium.
In the experiment, the radius of the lens curvature was calculated by its geometry, which was
determined by the following equations:
R = (ℎ2 + (𝐷/2)2 )/2ℎ
where D is the diameter of the base, h is the height of the lens, and R is the radius of lens curvature.
The focal length is another important optical parameter and was calculated by thick lensmaker equation, which provided the relationship between the total length of ommatidia unit, the
radius of curvature, and the focal length of the system:
1
1
1 (𝑛 − 1)𝐻
= (𝑛 − 1)( −
+
)
𝑓
𝑅1 𝑅2
𝑛𝑅1 𝑅2
Here, f is the focal length, n is the refractive index of the optical material, R1, R2 is the radius of
curvature for front and back side lenses, and H is the total length of the artificial ommatidia unit.
Based on the value of focal length, the numerical aperture (NA) and the f-number (N) of
lenses were calculated. NA is an essential factor that determines the resolution image quality of
the lens, and it's defined as the followed equation:
NA = nsinθ ≈

𝐷
2𝑓

, where D is a measured diameter of the lens, n is the medium reflective index (n=1 for air), and
the f-number is used to determine the sensitivity of lens which is defined by the equation:
N=

𝑓
𝐷
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For the acceptance angle, since the aperture diameter D is much larger than the incident
wavelength in the experiment, the diffraction effect could be ignored. As a result, the acceptance
angle can be simplified as:
∆φ = 𝑑/𝑓

Fig.2.13 Sketch of the structure for a single ommatidium
2.2.4 Results and Discussion
2.2.4.a Design rule.
The sensitivity is a measure of a system's ability to capture photos when an extended light
source with radiant intensity had been given. The sensitivity of an imaging system to an extended
source can be determined by the Land equation:
𝜋 2
𝑆 = ( ) (𝐷/𝑓)2 𝑑 2 (1 − 𝑒 −𝑘𝐿 )
4
Since the different wavelengths of light cannot absorb with equal efficiency. In our
experiment with a white light source, the equation (1) can be modified by an average expression
for estimating the white light absorption by replacing the last term in equation (1) which is simply
achieved:
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𝜋 2
𝑘𝐿
)
𝑆𝑤 = ( ) (𝐷/𝑓)2 𝑑 2 (
4
2.3 + 𝑘𝐿
The subscript w denotes white light.
The acceptance angle ∆φ determines the trade-off between sensitivity and resolution. It has
to be small in order to have a high resolution and large in order to achieve high sensitivity. For the
incident white light that assumes the wavelength λ = 0.55μm. And the lens diameter D is mm
scale. The angular resolution can be determined as:
1

χ = 1/∆φ =
2

≈ 𝑓/𝑑
2

√(𝑑 ) + ( 𝜆 )
𝐷
𝑓

As a result, the relationship between the resolution and sensitivity was achieved:
𝜋 2

1

𝑘𝐿

1

𝑆𝑤 = ( 4 ) 𝐷2 (𝜒)2 (2.3+𝑘𝑙) = 0.62A𝐷2 (𝜒)2
The sensitivity 𝑆𝑤 is inversely proportional to the square of the angular resolution 𝜒 with
𝑘𝐿

the variable of the lens aperture (D) squared and the product A = (2.3+𝑘𝐿) which is related with
the system length being the parameters. The designs with the same hollow volume of the system
which indicates a clear trade-off between sensitivity and resolution, it follows that high sensitivity
and high resolution cannot be achieved at the same time for a given set of parameters of D and L.
The overall performance of the eye can only be improved if the product 𝐷2 𝐴 is increased. This is
consistent with the scaling behavior of natural apposition compound eyes. The simulation of the
relationship between sensitivity and resolution with different geometry parameters was shown in
Fig.2.14.
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Fig.2.14 Sensitivity vs. resolution
Based on the analysis above, the different geometry parameters D and L were designed by
using the relationship between resolution and sensitivity. The more significant lens aperture
diameter D, the easier the system to achieve a high resolution and high sensitivity at the same time,
summing up the design rules for a fixed length of the system. Meanwhile, for a fixed lens aperture
diameter D, the longer length of the system has a better optical performance. However, this also
increases the overall system size or reduce the number of optical units to keep the same size of the
system. The effect of the geometry investigated the geometry effect of visual performance. The
experiment compares the different design of the geometry parameters D or L when the other set
was fixed. The designs had different geometry parameters. D and L were listed in Table 2. An
optical simulation is using to optimize the optical design, as shown in Fig.2.15. It can be observed
that the total length of each artificial ommatidia has a different focus point. According to the design
of the parameter, which D is 2mm and L is 1.6mm, the light through the optical system focus on
the interface of the backside lens. It can be used to explain the maximum value of the different
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designs in Table 2.
Table 2: A list of different geometry parameters designs
D(mm)
L(mm)
A (𝑚𝑚2 )
2
1.6
0.71
2
1.25
0.66
2
1
0.60
1.8
1
0.60
1.6
1
0.60

𝐷2 A
2.84
2.64
2.4
1.94
1.54

Fig.2.15 Optical Simulation for different thickness (L) of 3D printing cladding.
2.2.4.b Surface roughness.
3D printing or Stereolithography (SLA) that we used in our experiment is an additive
manufacturing process which is created the object by curing a light-sensitive polymer resin layer
by layer under an ultraviolet (UV) laser beam. This working principle may lead to a rough surface
of 3D printing object that cannot be used in the optical application, especially useful as a lens in
an imaging system. Previously, the method that tries to address this issue is involved in multiplepolishing steps. However, it limited the complicate process and high cost of the facility.
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To create a smooth optical unit, we adopt polymer refill and surface tension control for
ommatidium integration. The surface roughness for both 3D printing lenses and optical polymer
lenses were measured by the surface profiler. The result shows that the root-mean-square average
roughness of 3D printing lens is 14 micrometers, and the RMS roughness of the polymer lens is
70 nm, which is hugely smoother.
2.2.4.c Contact angle measurement and lens radius control
The radius of lens curvature primarily depends on the surface wetting conditions of the
contact surface[40, 41]. There are two different surface treatments involved in the experiment. The
lenses by the effect of surface tension and avoid the bubbles generated between the liquid polymer
and sidewall of the hollow during the refill process caused two different surface wettability regions
of surfaces to be created in our experiment.
The corona plasma was applied first to treat the whole opening surfaces of the 3D printing
cladding, which only can cut-off the most external polymer surface layer becomes hydrophilic
without affecting the property of base material. The new surface wetting condition was confirmed
via the observed decrease in the water contact angle, with a value of θ =20° is indicative of a near
fully hydrophilic surface. Then only the front and backside print surfaces were treated by coating
a thin layer of Teflon to reduce the surface's energy and turn the surfaces more hydrophobic.
Fig.2.16 shows the contact angle measurement of water and NOA series polymer on the 3D
printed material surface before and after treatments. The result indicates that the contact angle for
both water and NOA polymers was increased by the Teflon treatment and decreased by the corona
plasma treatment. The mean value of θ for water contact angle under the Teflon treatment
significantly risen from 75° to 90°. The following corona plasma treatment led to inversion
hydrophilicity of the surface where the contact angle was reduced from 75 to 20. For the NOA
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series UV sensitive polymer, the contact angle on the same treated surface was smaller than water
due to the lower surface tension. Fig.2.17 shows the different radius of lens array form on the 3D
cladding, which controlled by the surface tension. The two concentrations Teflon solution were
using (A) 0.1% Teflon and (B) 1% Teflon.

Fig.2.16 Contact angle measurements with two different surface treatments.
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Fig.2.17 The geometry of the two lenses was measured by the surface profiler. Surface tension
control by (A) 0.1% Teflon treated surface (B) 1% Teflon treated surface.

The uniform lens array is achieved due to the surface tension and volume control; the
polymer only occupying the ordered hydrophilic areas. Here, a laboratory-made syringe pump
system was used to control the volume refill. The volume of the single droplet was tested and
measured by a Dektak TX Bruker surface profiler before using. In the results, the average amount
of each droplet was 2.852 μl with few visible variations. However, the standard deviation of the
volume was less than 0.1 μl showing a highly reproducible polymer adding.
A prototype of final artificial ommatidium on both flat and curved surfaces was fabricated.
Fig. 2.18(A) and (B) show the artificial compound eye with a flat surface, the images were captured
by optical microscope and SEM, respectively. The ommatidium array on a curvilinear surface was
shown in Fig. 2.18(C) and (D). It can be observed that the artificial ommatidium which made by
the optical polymer with high reflective index was separate by the cylindrical shape 3D printed
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cladding which has a lower reflective index and acts as the opaque walls to reduce the light crosstalk from one ommatidium into the adjacent one. The inset apposition compound eye in nature
followed the same principle and has the same function of the structure. This property can be
explained by the effect of total internal reflection, which is only happened when the incident light
𝑛
with an angle larger than the critical angle determined as 𝜃𝑐 = arcsin( 1⁄𝑛2 ).

Fig.2.18 (A) (B) The final device with artificial ommatidium on a flat surface. (C) (D) Final
device with lenses array on a curved surface.
2.2.4.d Comparisons of images captured through different reflective index polymers lenses
Fig.2.19 (A) and (B) show the WSU logo images through two different reflective index
polymer refilled lenses. It shows that both images cannot observe any ghost image, and the lens
refilled by a broader reflective index focuses the light on a narrow range with a small field of view.
The more significant difference between the reflective index can explain this result. The lower
critical angle had which led to more light trapped inside of the wave-guide structure. As a result,
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the light-gathering ability increase and sensitivity increase. However, with the sensitivity increase,
the resolution will decrease by interference among the reflected lights. Table 3 shows the
comparisons of the reflective index and critical angle between artificial and natural apposition
compound eyes. Since the reflective index distribution in nature is much more complicated, which
has a reflective index gravity that the lens has the highest reflective index to help more light focus
on the rhabdom. Fig.2.19(C) shows the two polymers refill into the 3D cladding, the higher
reflective index (1.64) was used to form the lens, and the polymer with lower reflective index (1.56)
was used to refill the rhabdom. Compare with Fig.2.19 (A), the large field of view can be obtained,
but some ghost images were observed at the edge.

Table 3: Comparisons of the material reflective index and critical angle between artificial and
natural compound eyes
Type
of
ommatidium
Artificial
Artificial
Artificial
Artificial [38]
Nature [42]

Lens material

n

n2

n1

NOA81
NOA164
NOA
SU-8
Cells

1.56
1.64
1.64
1.61
1.453

1.56
1.64
1,56
1.61
1.363

1.47
1.47
1.47
1.58
1.340

𝛉𝐜
70.1°
63.7°
70.1
78.9°
79.5°
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Fig.2.19. The image through the different reflective index polymer refill. (A) NOA-81 with
n=1.56. (B) NOA-164 with n=1.64. (C) Two polymers refilled, the lens was formed by NOA-164
with n=1.64, and the cylinder was refilled by NOA-81 with n=1.56. (D)Light path through
different reflective index polymer refilled ommatidia with same incident angle.
2.2.4.e Effect for geometric parameters on optical lens of the artificial compound eye system
Fig.2.20 Shows the relationship between the focal length and artificial ommatidium with
different length of 3D printing cladding, which can be described by the thick-lens maker equation
(6). The focal length was determined by the magnification of different lenses system. The image
of the object was first captured without any lenses, and the size of the object (h0) was measured in
the picture. Then, the device with different length of wave-guide cladding was set-up between the
camera and object, focused images of the object (hx) were captured through each lens by adjusting
the distance between the camera and device. Finally, the focal length can be calculated using the
ℎ

relationship 𝑓 = md/(m + 1) , in which m = ℎ𝑥 was the magnification of a single lens and
0
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subscript x denotes the different length of 3D printing cladding. In comparison experiments, the
diameter of each lens (D) was fixed when the ommatidia length was variable, with increase the
artificial ommatidia length, the focal length increased. The optical parameters related to the focal
length can be calculated by using equations above. The results show that the numerical aperture
(NA) decreased from 0.31 to 0.21, f-number (N) increased from 3.3 to 4.7, and acceptance angle
decreased from 35.2° to 24.4° with an increased focal length from 1.63mm to 2.35mm.

Fig.2.20 Focal length vs. artificial ommatidia length. The red line is the fitting curve using the
thick lens-maker equation.
2.2.4.f Effect of geometric parameters on optical lens optical performance (resolution)
The lens performance was evaluated using a resolution target bar. Fig.2.21 shows the
resolution of the lenses with different wave-guide length to focusing state by observing a resolution
target bar with a fiber light source and a CCD camera, the resolution was determined by the US
Air Force 1951 three-bar resolution test target. The resolution was expressed as:
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lp

Resolution (mm) = 2𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝+

𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡−1
6

, here the group and element number were read by the

image.
The result shows that with the wave-guide length increased, the resolution increased in
response to the increased focal length and decreased NA. The diameter of the lens aperture (D) is
another geometry factor that can affect optical performance. Fig.2.22 shows the magnification of
the lens with different size of the lens aperture, and the wave-guide length was fixed. It shows that
resolution was increased with the size of lens increase. It can be explained that the smaller size of
lens led to a smaller radius of lens curvature and larger focal length.

Fig.2.21 Resolution vs. artificial ommatidia length. The device with different length of artificial
ommatidia (Upper-left corner).
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Fig.2.22 Magnification vs artificial ommatidia length. Device with different length of artificial
ommatidia (Upper-left corner).
2.2.4.g The main three functions of apposition compound eye systems
The compound eye in nature offers three main contributions, which attracted lots of interest.
First, the ommatidium fabricated on a curved surface enables to apply a wide-angle field of view.
The FOV for the artificial compound eye was measured by placing a light source at a rotational
stage and placing the artificial compound eye between the light source and a CCD camera. The
incident light was first aligned at the center of the compound eye. The light source was then rotated
across a line of microlenses, and the FOV was equivalent to the rotation angle until the last focused
spot can be observed through the microlenses. When the light passes through the microlens, the
spot size should converge into a focal spot.
The Fig.2.23(A)-(C) shows the measured result of the different incident angle, which was
0°, 28°, and 55°. We cannot capture any light spot when the incident angle larger than 55°. As a
result, a 110° FOV compound eye was achieved. According to the radius and height of the surface,
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the FOV can be calculated that is about 132°. The smaller FOV gained from the experiment that
can be explained by the light over 55° was blocked by the sidewall of the 3D printing cladding.
Even the 110° FOV is still much wider than the compound eye fabricated on a planar surface,
which is less than 90°[43, 44].
The Fig.2.23(D) shows the measurement of light intensity at an incident angle equal to 0. It
can be used to evaluate the observed quality and uniformity of the system. The intensity of each
light is symmetric in the picture, which means each optical unit is under good quality. In other
words, the fabricated ommatidium structure was symmetric. Moreover, the set-up of FOV
measurement was shown in Fig.2.23(E), the distance between the light source and the apposition
compound eye system (approximately 8 cm) was much larger than the diameter of the lenses;
hence, the rays of light could be considered parallel to the optical axis.
The second being the nearly infinite depth of field (DOF), the set-up of DOF measurement
was shown in Fig.2.23(I), and the images (F)-(H) were used to demonstrate the infinite depth of
field. One object (orange needle) was placed at 19mm away from the artificial compound eye and
keep this distance as constant Db. Another object (yellow needle) was placed in three different
distances: 14mm, 19mm, and 30mm away from the compound eye. The images show that the
object (yellow needle) moved away from the camera; the size of the object in the image decreased
but remained in focus.
The third contribution of the compound eye is the target distance and location detection.
Fig.2.24 (A) shows the images which achieved from the artificial apposition compound eye. It
demonstrated the images take from two adjacent ommatidia. Furthermore, one point was selected
in overlap range, which allows us to calculate the distance between the point in the real world and
the compound eye system. The coordinates of the point also can be calculated by know the distance
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between the axis and point in the images. Fig.2.24 (B) shows the sketch of coordinates calculation
of a point by multi-images. For a point S (x, y, d) in the real world, it can be corresponding images
in multiple image plains captured through compound eyes. Fig.2.24 (C) shows the set-up of optical
measurement.

Fig.2.23 (A)-(C) The focal spots captured by the CCD camera when the incoming light angel
is 0°, 28°, and 55°. (D) Light intensity measurement when the incident light angle is 0°. (E) Optical
setup of a system which demonstrates the large view-angle focusing property of the artificial
ommatidium. (F)-(H) Images of two objects captured at the different value of Da. (I) Optical setup
of a system which demonstrates the infinity depth of field property of the artificial ommatidium.
One object (yellow needle-left) at distance Da; the other object (Orange needle-right) at a distance
Db.
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During the distance measurement, two adjacent ommatidia were select. Two images plains
S1(x1, y1) and S2(x2, y2) shows in Fig.2.21 (A). The optical-axis cross angle is equal to acceptance
angle ∆φ. The distance between the lens and the axis-cross point is determined as 𝑑0 . The distance
from two lenses to the point is 𝑑 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑑 ′ . The distance between the compound eye and camera is
equal to the focal length (𝑓) of the camera. The relationship between the point S (x, y, d), S1(x1, y1)
and S2(x2, y2) can be related by using similar triangles as followed[45]:
𝑥 𝑥1
=
𝑑
𝑓
𝑥 ′ 𝑥2
=
𝑑′
𝑓

𝑦=

𝑦1
𝑦2
= ′
𝑑/𝑓 𝑑 𝑓

Where 𝑥 ′ = cos∆φ ∙ [(𝑑 − 𝑑0 ) ∙ tan∆φ + x]]
= (𝑑 − 𝑑0 ) ∙ sin∆φ + xcos∆φ

𝑑 ′ = 𝑑0 − sin∆φ ∙ [(𝑑 − 𝑑0 ) ∙ tan∆φ + x] +

(𝑑 − 𝑑0 )
= 𝑑0 + (𝑑 − 𝑑0 )cos∆φ − xsin∆φ
cos∆φ

The coordinates of point S and distance between the object and the lenses can be calculated
from the above relationship as follows:
𝑑 = 𝑓 ∙ 𝑑0 ∙ 𝐴(𝑥2 )/𝐵(𝑥1 , 𝑥2 )
𝑥 = 𝑥1 ∙ 𝑑0 ∙ 𝐴(𝑥2 )/𝐵(𝑥1 , 𝑥2 )
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𝑦 = 𝑦1 ∙ 𝑑0 ∙ 𝐴(𝑥2 )/𝐵(𝑥1 , 𝑥2 )
𝑊ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝐴(𝑥2 ) = 𝑥2 ∙ (1/cos∆φ − 1) + 𝑓 ∙ tan∆φ
𝐴𝑛𝑑 𝐵(𝑥1 , 𝑥2 ) = 𝑓 ∙ (𝑥1 −𝑥2 ) + (𝑓 2 + 𝑥1 ∙ 𝑥2 ) ∙ tan∆φ
In our experiment, the distance between the camera and a compound eye device can be
measured, and it was fixed by the same magnification of lens on the camera. The acceptance angle
is the optical parameter, which can be calculated using the equation discussed above and equal to
the radius of compound eye surface curvature (Reye). As a result, the coordinates of point S only
require calculating the distance 𝑥1 , 𝑦1 , 𝑥2 , 𝑦2 from the images taken by the artificial compound eye
system.

Fig.2.24 (A) Image captured by the CCD camera through the artificial compound eye.
Selected the same point in two different lenses. (B) Sketch of coordinates calculation of a point
by multi-images. (C) Optical measurement set-up.
The focal length of the camera is 96mm. The 𝑑0 is equal to the radius of compound eye
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surface curvature (Reye), which is 11mm. Therefore, several objects that were put in the known
location can be calculated, as shown in Fig.2.25. The results are shown in Table 4. It can be
observed that there is around 1% error between the calculated distance and real distance. The
method has a very high accuracy of distance detection.

Fig.2.25 The images through the compound eye system to observe the same object at different
distances.
Table 4: Comparisons of the same object in known three distance with calculation through the
compound eye system.
Points to measure
A
B
C
Real distance (mm)
104
232
512
Coordinate d
105
229
507
Error (%)
0.96
1.29
0.98
2.3 Motion detection based on 3D printed compound eye
2.3.1 Literature review
The artificial compound eye system developed in Section 2.2 is used to study motion detection
based on the flicker effect.
Biological compound eyes have high sensitivity in object motion detection[46-48]. One of
the mechanisms recognized by researchers is that motion detection by insects is based on the
flicker effect [49, 50]. In general, the flick effect is that, as an object moves across into and move
out the compound eyes’ field of view, ommatidia can progressively be turned on and off during
which individual ommatidium works for detecting the light change. In the meantime, insects can
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feel the object’s distance directly based on the change of light intensity. Due to the flicker effect,
insects respond much better to moving than stationary objects. Artificial compound eye systems
have been developed to mimic the fast motion detection capability of insects[36, 51-53]. Most
researchers have analyzed multiple images received by an artificial compound eye imaging system
using charge-coupled devices (CCDs) and complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS)
arrays. Pericet-Camara et al. [51] presents an optical flow system inspired by the compound eye,
which linked to the extracting optic flow over multiple visual directions. Kagawa et al. [54]
presented a compact and thin compound eye camera called TOMBO, which uses video geometry
to construct motion equations and optimize an error function to acquire motion parameters. Lin
and Cheng [50] presented a superposition-type compound eye (SSCE) for tracking pan-tilt rotation
motion. Although these methods have good accuracy in motion detection, they require complicated
digital hardware for image read-out and long computational time in signal processing of motion
detection. A simple technique, which has a high sensitivity for small objects at high speed and high
efficiency during the transition of voltage proportional to intensity, is desired for various
applications that require low latency and high reliability.
In this work, we use the system described in Section 2.2 to detect object motion without any
image processing. We use light intensity sensors, instead of the CCD/CMOS image sensors, to
simplify the signal processing and improve the system's reliability. Each artificial ommatidium
consists of polymer lenses, a light-guiding polymer cone, a 3D printing cladding, and a light
intensity sensor to measure the change of light intensity during the motion detection. The distance
and motion speed of an object are studied by analyzing the output of the light intensities of a row
of 5 ommatidia, which replicates the flicker effect of an insect’s eye for motion detection.
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2.3.2 Experiment and Optical simulation
The process flow of the artificial compound eye fabrication is shown in Fig.2.26. Different
designs of 3D cladding structures were directly printed by an SLA printer. Corona is using to treat
of the whole 3D printing cladding surfaces that turns the surface hydrophilic. Then the front and
back surfaces of the structures were coated with a thin layer of Teflon which turned the surfaces
hydrophobic. Two UV curable polymers with an excellent optical property are then used to fill the
3D printed cladding and form the lenses by the effect of surface tension. The radius of lens
curvature can be controlled by the geometry parameters aperture size (D) and 3D polymer cone
length (L) with the controllable volume of polymer filling. Finally, the 3D artificial ommatidia
structure was solidified by UV exposure in a UV lightbox. More details of the 3D printing process
and surface treatment were reported in previous work [55]. The artificial compound eye system
was assembled with a lab-made stage, which is easy to align the optical unit to the light intensity
sensor.
For motion detection, the working principle is to measure the change of light intensity in
each sensor, which provides information about the distance and velocity of the moving object. An
optical simulation is using to optimize the optical design for best focusing. The ommatidia used in
this study contains two lenses and a polymer cone (with length L). According to the result of
surface tension and contact measurements, the radii of the lenses R1 and R2 were found to be 1.45
mm and 1.08 mm, respectively. The width (D) of the front lens is 2mm, and the width (d) of
backside lens is 0.8mm. The distance between the adjacent lens (∆𝑥) is 2mm. These values are
used in the simulation with different polymer cone lengths. It can be observed that changes in the
polymer cone length (L) of each ommatidium will lead to different focal points. The light can
achieve the maximum intensity through the optical system focusing on the light sensor when the
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polymer cone length of the 3D printing cladding is 1.6 mm.

Fig.2.26 Fabrication process of motion detector based on compound eye. (A)3D printing
compound eye cladding structure (B) Corona treatment of the whole 3D printing cladding surfaces,
includes the sidewall surface of the hollow, then Teflon treatment for the only front and backside
surfaces. (C) Optical polymer refill and UV exposure to form the solid polymer lenses. (D)
Assemble the device on a stage with light intensity sensors.

Fig.2.27 Optical Simulation for different thickness (L) of 3D printing cladding.
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The optical set-up of the experimental system is shown in Fig.2.28. A linear array of artificial
optical system was used to detect the moving object in x and y directions. The light sensors
(photoresistor GL5528 light dependent sensor by Ardest) are aligned with the lenses, each sensor
only can collect the light through its own lens. The light sensor continuously read the number of
intensities during the measurement and the time between each measurement is 0.001s. The velocity
of light intensity change can be calculated from the measured results. The measurement mimics
the flicker effect of natural compound eyes. As the object moves into the visual field of the device,
the system sense the intensity change which makes the system “turns on”. As the object moves out
of the field of view, the intensity numbers keep a constant and the system “turns off”. For the
purpose of comparing the measured velocity with theoretical analyses, a pendulum with a 3mm
diameter ball is used as the object to do the measurements.

Fig.2.28 (A) Schematic of intensity measurement for motion detection. (B) The optical set-up.
During the experiment measurement, each sensor only collects the light from its own lens and
the coordinate center is identified.
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2.3.3 Results and Discussion
To demonstrate the working principle of the proposed motion detection method, we have
measured object movement in a plane above the linear array of the compound eye system. The
linear array contains 5 independent ommatidium units. The schematic of measurement is shown in
Fig.2.28 (A). The coordinate center is identified in the figure as well. The relationship between the
change of intensity (arbitrary units) and the distance in both the x-axis and y-axis needs to be found
first. A 3mm diameter ball is used as the object which moves in the x and y-direction on the plane.
Fig.2.29 shows the light intensity change as the object moves along the y-axis of the ommatidia
with 2 mm polymer cone length. The object is set on the top of ommatidium 3 (middle one from
left to right in Fig.2.28). It can be observed that the ommatidium 3 has the maximum change of
light intensity. The curves of ommatidium 2 and 4 are almost coincided as well as the curves of
ommatidium 1and 5. The symmetry measured results also indicates the good uniformity of lenses.
Fig.2.30 shows the measured results as the object moves in the x-axis direction. The width of the
distribution is related to the system’s field of view. The maximum intensity change is related to the
focal length of each ommatidium. To study the effect of focus length on the light intensity change,
two more comparative experiments are used to optimize the optical design. Fig.2.31 shows the
light intensity change as the object moves in the x-axis of the same ommatidium array without the
polymer filling. Fig.2.32 shows the light intensity change as the object moves in the x-axis of the
ommatidia with 1 mm polymer cone length. The results indicate that the device with ommatidium
lenses improves both the field of view (width of the curves) and range of intensity change (from
80 to 150). Comparing the ommatidia with 1mm and 2 mm polymer cone lengths, the 1mm-design
has a similar field of view but a lower range of intensity change, which is shown in Fig.2.33. It
can be explained that, according to the result of the lens simulation, the ideal design of polymer
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cone length is 1.6mm, and the 2mm design is closer to 1.6 mm design than 1mm.

Fig.2.29 Change of light intensity vs the distance between the object and device in y-axis. The
object is located on the top of ommatidium 3 (middle) and moving alone y-axis.

Fig.2.30 Change of light intensity vs the distance between the object and device in x-axis.
The ommatidia have 2 mm polymer cone length.
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Fig.2.31 Change of light intensity vs the distance between the object and device in x-axis.
The ommatidia do not have polymer filling.

Fig.2.32 Change of light intensity vs the distance between the object and device in x-axis. The
ommatidia have 1 mm polymer cone length.
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Fig.2.33 Change of light intensity vs. the distance between the object and device in the x-axis. The
tested result of ommatidium 3 in three systems (Fig2.30-Fig2.32) is compared.
For the purpose of comparing the measured velocity with theoretical analyses, a pendulum
with a 3mm diameter ball is used as the object to do the measurements (Fig.2.33). The
measurement of light intensity changes versus detection time during a real pendulum move across
the device back and forth is shown in Fig.2.34. The maximum change of intensity value for each
lens presents the moment of object move to the location directly above the lens. At a given time,
the object location on the x-y plane can be found by the five measured intensity values. In addition,
the object velocity can be calculated by the change of distance over the detection time.
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Fig.2.33. The schematic of velocity measurement

For a specific size of a pendulum ball, the theoretical velocity function can be written as:
𝑉𝑡 = √2𝑔∆ℎ
, where g is the local acceleration of gravity, ∆ℎ is height difference in y direction during the
movement of the ball. ∆ℎ can be calculated by the following equations
∆h = R(1 − cosθ);
𝑠
θ = arcsin ( )
𝑅
, where θ and s are the amplitude of degree and width of the pendulum’s swing, respectively, R is
the length of the pendulum. In the measurement, the value of R is 47.5cm and 𝑠 is 5cm.
The instantaneous velocity of motion can be derived from the velocities in two directions:
𝑉𝑚 = √𝑉𝑥2 + 𝑉𝑦2
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, where 𝑉𝑥 , 𝑉𝑦 are the instantaneous velocity in x and y directions. Vm can be calculated by
knowing the time difference of the object movement and distance. Considering the size of device
and the pendulum in our experiment, the distance change in y-axis (∆y) is far smaller than in xaxis (∆𝑥). Therefore, the contribution of the instantaneous velocity in y direction can be ignored.
The relationship of the 𝑉𝑥 , 𝑉𝑦 , ∆𝑥, and ∆𝑦 can be easily found:
𝑉𝑥 = ∆𝑥/𝑡
𝑉𝑦 = ∆𝑦/𝑡
where t is the time difference during the movement.
Since

y is much less that

x, the instantaneous velocity equation can be rewritten as:
𝑉𝑚 = 𝑉𝑥 = ∆𝑥/𝑡

In the experiment, we measured the time difference (t) between the moments when two
adjacent lenses had the maximum intensity changes. Since these adjacent lenses are 2mm apart,
we have ∆𝑥 =2mm. The measured and calculated velocity results of the pendulum movement are
listed in Table 1. It indicates that the system has a good accuracy of velocity measurement (error
rate is less than 2%).
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Fig.2.34 Light intensity change vs detection time over a cycle of pendulum swing
Table 5. The measured (Vm) and theoretical (Vt) velocity results of the pendulum movement
across the field of ommatidia. The number listed indicates the order of the ommatidium from left
to right.)
Ommatidium #

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

Time(ms)

7

6

6

6

Vm (m/s)

0.730

0.773

0.781

0.845

Vt (m/s)

0.736

0.768

0.798

0.829

Error (%)

0.8

0.7

2.0

1.9

2.4 Summary and Conclusions
In this Chapter, 3D printing technology combined with the polymer filling are used to
fabricate an artificial compound eye system. The limitation of surfaces roughness and one polymer
process in the existing SLA 3D printing was addressed by the proposed polymer filling process.
As a result, a bio-inspired 3D structural artificial apposition compound eye system with a wide
field of view, infinite depth of field, and functional for fast detection of object distance and speed
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is made.
The variable focal length was achieved by adjusting the geometric properties from 3D printing
designs, such as the diameter of the aperture and length of artificial rhabdom. Using the control of
surface wettability, various lenses with optical parameters of the NA, f-number, and acceptance
angle was demonstrated and compared to the theory. In our experiment, the smallest reproducible
3D printing cladding has the diameter of 1000um (D) and 500um (d) with each thickness of the
surface of 500um.
The resolution is one of the most critical factors to emulate the optical performance of an
imaging system. The system with high imaging resolution leads to considerable potential using in
many different fields, such as the applications in medical and military fields. Generally, there is
more than one ommatidium to observe the same object from different points of view. Even though
the image captured by each optical unit cannot suffer enough resolution, it is workable to output
an image with high resolution by image reconstruction from multiple images which was achieved
by several different optical units. In a traditional artificial compound eye imaging system, the
acceptance angle is designed to be approximately equal to the interommatidial angle to avoid
severe overlapping FOV of adjacent ommatidia. However, in our experiment, with a focal length
equivalent to 1.63mm, the acceptance angle (35.2°) of the artificial compound eye system is much
larger than the interommatidial angle (10.4°) which allows the ommatidium observe a wide field
of overlap. As a result, this design allows an improvement in the high-resolution system for further
applications.
We have also demonstrated a simple artificial compound eye system for motion detection of
object without the need for any image processing. We used the above described compound eye
system to implement the technique. This method features a simple route to fabricate 3D artificial
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compound eye system and design parameters can be easily modified and controlled by 3D printing
technology. Unlike the compound eye motion detection by using the stereo imaging, this system
is using of light sensors, instead of CMOS/CCD arrays, eliminates the need for complicated digital
hardware and simpliﬁes the signal processing of motion detection. Fast detection of object motion,
including both distance and speed were experimentally studied. The relationship between the
object distance and the change of the light intensity was found by placing a 3mm ball above the
compound eye system. Velocity of a moving object were studied using a pendulum swinging across
the field of view. Using the model of pendulum movement and the measured temporal information
of light intensity change of each ommatidium, the velocity of the object was obtained. The
measured results agree well with the theoretical analyses.
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CHAPTER 3: PENETRATING GLASSY CARBON NEURAL ELECTRODE ARRAY FOR
BRAIN MACHINE INTERFACE USING 3D PRINTING
3.1 Introduction and Literature review
The critical goals for neural implants are to improve the electrochemical properties, which
lead to, for example, a low signal-to-noise ratio and injection charge capability. In the meantime,
the electrode itself requires a low damage effect that integrates the implants into the nervous
system without severely hurting tissue [56]. The most common materials used to make electrodes
are metals (platinum and tungsten) and silicon materials (Fig.3.1) [57], Due to their excellent
mechanical and electronic properties [58]. However, the mechanical mismatch between tissues and
electrodes and the case for the long-term implant is still significant challenges. For these rigid
materials which would damage the human tissue and electrode surface easily to absorb the protein
cause infection as well as block the blood vessel during the long-term implant [59-61].
Carbon-based materials like carbon black [62-64], carbon nanotubes [65, 66], and graphene
[67] have been recently adopted to neural implants. Due to the outstanding properties of good
biocompatibility and excellent electrochemical properties, a wide electrical potential window
enhanced the signal-to-noise ratio as well as large injection charge capability. The advantages of
carbon materials include abundance, lower cost, easy processing, non-toxicity, higher specific
surface area, good electronic conductivity, high chemical stability, wide operating temperature
range, and one of important potential material for making super capacitor [68-70].
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Fig.3.1 A 4 × 4 shafts 3D-probe array were fabricated by Silicon.
In recent years, the carbon electrodes array already have been demonstrated by using the
pyrolysis of patterned photoresist, including positive resist and negative resist (SU-8) (Fig.3.2)
[71-73]. However, they typically have a limited thickness to penetrate the cortex were to have to
involve the complicated fabrication process and expensive facilities, such as Deep reaction-ion
etching (DRIE) or electrochemically etching. Therefore, a more straightforward, more costeffective, and fast fabrication process for sufficient depth in the millimeter scale and high aspect
ratio carbon electrode array have not been demonstrated. For the first time, this work presents
additive manufacturing of millimeter-height, penetrating implantable electrodes made of glassy
carbon to probe sophisticated electrical and chemical environments in a brain. Combining 3D
printing, chemical pyrolysis, and direct transfer with parylene, multiple carbon electrodes have
been integrated without the need for assembly or deep reactive ion etching (DRIE). This work
adopts stereolithography to create high-aspect-ratio polymer microstructures. With optimal
pyrolysis treatments, the microstructures have been converted to carbon electrodes with excellent
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electrochemical and chemical properties. An array of carbon neural electrodes has been
preliminarily tested in-vivo, where neurotransmitters' release provides useful information for
closed-loop control in neural stimulation.

Fig.3.2 The figure shows the SU-8 post array before and after pyrolysis.

In this work, we demonstrated a new method that combines low-cost 3D printing and
chemical modification to perform neural stimulation/recording and chemical sensing
simultaneously. A pyrolysis step is optimized to convert the polymer into high-density
mechanically robust glassy carbon. This method allows SLA printing to be used not only in nonconductive applications but also in carbon-based material applications. The carbon electrode can
be fabricated in any arbitrary 3D geometry, which has been found challenging with conventional
silicon micromachining. The height of our implantable carbon electrodes is 1.5mm, with a tip
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exposure area of 300μm2. We have optimized the parameters for the 3D printer to get the desired
structure directly printed on Si substrate and then using parylene coating to transfer the structure
from the Si substrate directly. The electrochemical performance of the carbon electrodes was
evaluated by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) and cyclic voltammetry (CV). The
electrophysiological experiment was conducted to measure the EEG signal in vivo using carbon
electrodes, with electrical stimulation at the sciatic nerve.
3.2 Chanllenges of fabrication
3.2.1 Printing challenges
One of the most critical chanllenge of fabrication is the quality of 3D printing object[74-77].
As we discussed in chapter 1, even though the 3D printer already has been commercialized, the
higher quality printing object with same 3D printer still needs to follow the design rules. According
to the design rule that listed in Table 1. Several printing variables are tested and used to optimize
the deisgn before the expeirment. And the results were listed in Table 4. It shows that the minimum
repeatable diameter of the pillar array is around 300μm, and the adjacent limitation space relates
to the size of the print is preferred larger than 500μm. The aspect ratio less than 1:15 can be
achieved, but 1:10 is the most practical ratio that can be used in this fabrication process.
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Table 6. Test designs with different geometry parameters and print results.
Diameter
Height
Aspect
Adjacent
The print results
ratio
space
0.5mm
1:5
no observed structure print out
100μm
100μm
1mm
1:5
The structure printed, but not print
200μm
200μm
out the whole structure and not separate
1mm
1:5
The structure does not print well, but
200μm
400μm
separate well
1.5mm
1:5
The structure print well, but not
300μm
400μm
separate well at the bottom
1.5mm
1:5
The structure print well and each unit
300μm
500μm
separate well
3mm
1:10
The structure print well and each unit
300μm
500μm
separate well
4.5mm
1:15
The structure printed, but not print
300μm
500μm
out the whole structure, but separate
well

Due to the application of the neural probe, the cone shape of the design is preferred, which
applied an excellent penetrability. In the meantime, a hundred micrometers in diameter and
millimeter in the cone's height are designed. Based on these results in table 6, the design with 300
μm diameters and 3mm height is selected for this project. It can be observed that the limitation of
the printer used in this test. The first one is that the printed cone array needs enough adjacent space
to operate. Moreover, the other one is that the height of the printed cone array has a limit for a
given diameter.
3.2.2 Pyrolysis challenges
There are two main problems during the pyrolysis, including the adhesion issue and gas
evolution [78-82]. In our experiment, the printing objects are different hight of pillar arrays. Due
to the high internal stress during the polymer's shrink age at high temperature, the printed array
had inferior adhesion with the substrate after pyrolysis,
The processing of carbon electrode fabrication from both negative and positive photoresists
have been studied in previous work [83-86]. Adhesion is a prevalent problem during pyrolysis.
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Two main reasons may cause poor adhesion that leads the pyrolysis object to peel-off or fall down.
The first reason is gas evolution. It can be explained that with increased temperature, the
decomposition reaction occurred inside of the polymer and produce several different gases, which
dependent the polymer's chemical components and the temperature. The adhesion will be excellent
if the gases have enough time to escape, which could be avoided by designing a low heating rate
and a long total pyrolysis time. Second is the thermal stress due to the different thermal expansion
coefficient of the substrate and polymer with the high percentage shrinkage process [87]. To
summarized, in order to improve the adhesion, a pre-heating step was added before the pyrolysis
which used to remove the uncrosslinked residual and water vapor from the print. As a result, it can
further reduce the amount of gas evolution. In the meantime, based on the TGA analysis result, we
reduced a large number of the heating rate before the temperature increase to 550, especially the
temperature range between 350 to 550 which has the most reaction and more than 60% mass loss
given enough time for gas escape from the structure.
3.3 Materials and method
The 3D printing resin used in this work was 3DSR DX Black Resin (Kudo3D Inc, Taiwan),
which composed of Acrylate monomer, Acrylate oligomer, and a photoinitiator. A parylene-C
deposition chamber was used to deposit a thin layer of parylene during the process. The 3D printing
process was conducted with a DLP type printer called Titan 2 (Kudo 3D) and the spatial resolution
of the pinter was typically 50 μm. The pyrolysis was using a CVD machine which can apply a
high-temperature condition. Several different gases and also vacuum conditions are available by
using the heating/cooling process in the CVD chamber. An Oxygen plasma chamber (Drytec) was
using to etching the parylene-C. The PDMS was used for packaging the transferred device by
mixing the base and curing agent. A hotplate and an oven were also used in the experiment.
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The fabrication process of high-density carbon neural electrode array is shown in
Fig.3.3[88]. The fabrication process started to deposit a thin layer of parylene C on a silicon wafer.
Before the printing, the silicon wafer was attached to the printer's platform using an adhesive. Then
the micro-pillar array was directly 3D printed on this silicon wafer. After 3D printing, the Si wafer
was removed from the platform using acetone to soften the glue. The printed object was cleaned
by isopropyl alcohol (IPA) to remove residue resin on its surfaces. Next, the object was placed in
a UV chamber for an additional 15 mins post-curing to enhance the print's mechanical property.
Before the pyrolysis, the print was first pre-treated in an oven at 175 for 48 hours. And then, the
3D printing pillar array was placed in a CVD quartz tube with a three-step temperature control
pyrolysis. The maximum temperature was 900. After pyrolyzing, a five μm parylene-c film was
coated on the electrode array's surface to make the array transfer the substrate into PDMS to
package and insulate the device. Before curing the PDMS, the conductive wires were linked to the
bottom of carbon arrays with conductive silver epoxy. Finally, The Oxygen plasma was used to
expose tips of carbon electrode arrays.
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Fig.3.3. The fabrication process of high-density carbon neural electrode array (a) A layer of SU8 was a spin coating on a clean silicon wafer (b) A lithography process patterned the SU-8 sheet.
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The thickness of patterning SU-8 create a hydrophobic surface and increasing the surface
roughness, which enhanced the adhesion with the 3D printing material. The 3D printing material
cannot stick well on the pure silicon surface due to the low surface tension. (c)The pillar/ cone
shape array was directly printing on the SU-8 patterned wafer without any supports structure added.
After printing, to have removed the residual and have a better mechanical property of print, several
steps that followed the washing (two times IPA washing), blow-dry, and further curing in a UV
chamber. (d) The carbon array created by high-temperature pyrolysis process. The 3D printing
array was first treated on a hotplate at 350℃ for 48 hours to remove the uncrosslinked resin
residual and water. The pyrolysis was in a forming gas environment and followed a three-steps
temperature control process. After place the 3D printing array in a specific location where the
temperature already calibrated. The temperature was the first increased from room temperature to
350 ℃ with a 10 ℃ /min heating rate. Hold the temperature at 350 ℃ for an hour. Then the
temperature increase from 200℃ to 550℃ with a 2℃/min heating rate, which given enough time
for gas evolution. Hold at 550℃ for one hour. Then increase the temperature to 900℃ with
5℃/min heating rate. Hold at 900℃ for another one hour. Finally, the carbon electrodes were
nature cooling to the room temperature (Fig.3.4) (e) The carbon array was coating a thin layer of
the parylene-C to directly transfer the array to a sub-stage which is using to wire binding the
conductive wire to connect the bottom of each of carbon electrode. (The purpose of parylene-C
film coating was to make the device electrical insulated and also make the carbon array direct
transfer from the substrate more easily.) (f) the Oxygen plasma was used to expose tips of carbon
electrode arrays. And the exposed tips of the device were electrical conductive. Next, transfer the
carbon array from the Si wafer, and manually linked conductive wires to the bottom of carbon
arrays with conductive silver epoxy. (g) Finally, placed the device in the PDMS substrate
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Fig.3.4 3D printing material Temperature vs. time
3.4 Experiment Results and Discussion
3.4.1 TGA analysis.
The most critical point of the pyrolysis processing is the temperature control during polymer
carbonization. Different polymers have different chemical bonds and structures that require
different processing parameters for pyrolysis, including maximum heating temperature, heating
environment, heating rate, and cooling method. Frequently, the polymer's temperature control can
be optimized by understanding Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) results [89-91].
Previously, the pyrolysis conditions of negative photoresist (SU-8) already has been studied
by analyzing the result of TGA, as shown in Fig.3.5[82]. The percentage of shrinking in size vs.
different atmosphere in pyrolysis, as shown in Table 7, shows the ratio of the atoms O/C carbon
film by XPS measurement result shown in Table 8 [68]. In Fig.3.6, three samples were analyzed
by TGA, including a 3D printing object without any pre-treated before testing, a 3D printing object
with pre-heat in an oven at 175 ℃ for two days, and a reference sample made by SU-8.
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Fig.3.5 TGA of SU-8 and polyimide (PI) photoresists conducted in 5% H2 and 95% N2
Table 7 Carbon film shrinkage in various furnace atmospheres
%𝑅𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑖𝑛 𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑚 𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑖𝑛
Temperature of Vacuum
Vacuum
Forming gas
Nitrogen
pyrolysis (℃)
(10−7 𝑇𝑜𝑟𝑟) (10−5 𝑇𝑜𝑟𝑟)
600
50.34
50.73
56.06
61.64
700
51.22
57.01
57.05
73.95
800
57.77
60.82
58.07
78.51
900
61.51
66.33
73.90
86.57
1000
65.21
70.98
81.60
80.51
1100
----83.59
---

Table 8 Atomic O/C ratios of the pyrolyzed AZ carbon films, from XPS.
Temperature of Forming gas (%) Vacuum
Vacuum
−5
pyrolysis (℃)
(10−7 𝑇𝑜𝑟𝑟)
(10 𝑇𝑜𝑟𝑟)
600
6.7
6.4
5.4
700
6.4
5.6
4.1
800
9.3
4.9
5.2
900
5.0
4.9
4.6
1000
4.7
5.5
3.5
1100
1.2
----The TGA/DTG data of SU-8 and 3D printing polymer is shown in the Fig.3.6. It is evident
that significant weight loss for SU-8 starts about 350 and continues up to 1100, and the total mass
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loss is 90.84% (See Fig.3.6(c)), which is a similar result find in the literature [78]. However, in the
result of 3D printing polymer, the weight loss steps are started early and including three different
regions. The first mass loss step occurred soon after heating until approximately 200, totaling 2.2%.
The next stage of 20.81% occurred from around 200 to 350, while the final loss of 68.09% occurred
at 350 and continues up to 550. After that, there is not much weight loss until the temperature
reaches 1100 (See Fig.3.6(a)). This result also shows in the DTG measurement (shown in Fig.3.6),
which indicates a similar tendency. The DTG curve of 3D printing polymer shows the different
reactions peaks at 148°C, 305°C, and 422°C and then there are no more sharp peaks in the curve
at higher temperatures. In order to understand the reactions taking place and the gases evolving
during pyrolysis.
A synchronized gas analysis system of Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) is
using to help in determining the gases evolved during pyrolysis. In the case of 3D printing polymer,
the FTIR results show that during mass loss steps at approximately 212°C, indicating possible
water (H2O), carbon dioxide (CO2), and volatile organic evolution. With the temperature
increasing, the mass loss steps at approximately 212-315°C, indicating possible 2-Ethyl-1-butanol
(C6H12), and carbon dioxide (CO2), and mass loss steps at approximately 315-440°C indicating
possible methyl propyl ketone (C5H10O), and 5-Methyl-2-hexanone(C7H14O).
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Fig.3.6 TGA/DTG analysis of there different samples.
3.4.2 EDX and Device Fabrication.
In general, the electrochemical properties and mechanical characters of glassy carbon were
mainly depending on the degree of carbonization [92-94]. The Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy
(EDX) on SEM allows identification of what those particular elements are and their relative
proportions (Atomic %, for example) [95-97]. In our experiment, it was used to analyze the
element weight parentage change with the maximum pyrolysis temperature. The samples were
prepared with the same conditions before the pyrolysis. A wafer with the 3D printing pillar array
was broke into three pieces, which were used to pyrolysis under three different temperatures. After
pyrolysis, the samples were analyzed by the EDX, and the result shows in Table 9.
The EDX measurement of the samples after pyrolyzed at 900°C, 550°C, and 350°C were
shown in Fig.3.7 and summarized in Fig.3.8. It can be observed that the higher pyrolysis
temperature would result in the electrode with a higher percentage of carbon element. The carbon
element percentage can be increased by 40%, while the pyrolysis temperature is increasing from
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300°C to 900°C. However, the results show that more than 20% of oxygen is left when the
temperature increases to 900°C. The process needs to reduce the oxygen components in the final
carbon electrodes to have a higher conductivity with lower resistance. One of the possible solutions
is using the forming gas (95% N2 and 5% H2) instead of the Argon that we used in the experiment.
The H2 can reductive the oxygen into water vapor, which helps to reduce the oxygen components,
as a result, increased the electrical property of the final device.
Table 9. EDX measurement with different pyrolysis temperature
Pyrolysis
350℃
550℃
temperature
Carbon (C) wt%
44.59
70.13
Oxygen (O) wt%
25.41
24.16
Nitrogen (N) wt%
30.00
5.71
Total weight wt%
100
100
.

900℃
76.75
21.04
2.21
100
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Fig.3.7 EDX of samples after pyrolyzed at 900 °C (spec1), 350°C (spec2)

The carbon electrodes array fabricated is not always adherent to the substrate after pyrolysis.
The main reasons include poor adhesion between the substrate and polymer, gas evolution during
pyrolysis, and internal thermal stress caused by the difference in the coefficient of thermal
expansion of the substrate and polymer. In order to minimize deformation and create a high aspect
ratio electrode array, the novel techniques with high resolution and structure transfer fidelity were
developed. In this study, a method was introduced, which is using nontraditional pyrolysis recipe,
including adding a high-temperature pre-heat process, flipping the object during the pyrolysis, and
enhancing the adhesion by adding a SU-8 buffer layer.
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Fig.3.8 Elements persentage of carbon electrodes vs pyrolysis temperature
Fig.3.9(a) and (b) shows the 3D printing structure in an optical microscope. The 3D printing
polymer is inferior to adhesion with the silicon substrate. Before 3D printing, a 20 μm SU-8 layer
was coated and patterned as a buffer layer to improve the adhesion. After 3D printing, the print
was pre-heated at a high temperature (250℃) in a vacuum for 48 hours to limit the cone shape
deformation during pyrolysis. The shape deformation could occur as heating temperature increased
above the glass transition temperature of 3D printing polymer (250℃). At those temperatures, the
polymer became softening and could lead to the cone shape banding in a random direction. We
found that pre-heating the printed structure at the glass transition temperature before pyrolysis
avoided the polymer softening process and solved the electrode's banding.
Adhesion was effected by gas evolution and thermal stress during the pyrolysis. In the
experiment, three designs were used to reduce adhesion issues. First, the print was flipped and
placed in the furnace to reduce the stress and help the gas escape. The reason was that during
pyrolysis, most of the stress is concentrated at the interface at the carbon/substrate interface, and
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the shrinkage structure makes carbon accumulate toward the interface that blocks the gas escape.
Our results demonstrated that flipping the printing structure avoided the stress and limited the gas
evolution that influences the structure's adhesion during the pyrolysis. A three-steps heating
process was then used to control the heating temperature by monitoring the temperature during
each step using the TGA analysis. Finally, a low-heating rate (2℃/min) and a low flow-rate (300
sccm) inert gas (90% Argon/10%Hydrogen) environment were used in the pyrolysis to allow the
gases to be released gradually.
As shown in Fig.3.9(c), there was a clear shrink in volume after pyrolysis. In the
longitudinal direction, the structure was shrinking 59.6%, and the structure was shrinking 36.3%
in the width direction. Because the structure was a cone, so the shrink in volume was 83.6%.

Fig.3.9 (a)3D printing structure on a silicon wafer (b)3D printing after pre-heat (c)A comparison
of structure, pre-heat structure and after pyrolysis.
Fig.3.10(a) shows a 4 x 4 glassy carbon array in flexible PDMS substrate, (b) is an SEM view
of a 2 x 2 glassy carbon array with an amplification factor 50x, and the insertion shows the tip of
the glassy carbon with an amplification factor 966x. After the calibration in microscope, the
diameter of the exposed tip is 20 μm, and the height of glassy carbon is 1.5 mm.
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Fig.3.10 (a) an encapsulated 4 x 4 glassy carbon array in optical microscope. (b) a SEM view of 2
x 2 glassy carbon array (50x), the insertion is partial amplified view of glassy carbon tip (966x).
3.4.3 Raman spectroscopy
Raman spectroscopy was used to investigate the carbon type after high-temperature pyrolysis
of the 3D printing material [98, 99]. The result of spectra shows the typical graphitic band (Gband) and amorphous band (D-band), characteristic for carbon materials (Fig.3.11). The G band at
1582 cm−1 is due to the E2 vibration mode, related to the bond stretching of sp2 hybridized C
atoms. The D band at 1360 cm−1 originates from the activation in sp2 C atoms and is related to
defects and disorder in the graphite lattice. It can be observed that the ratio between the D peak
and the G peak intensities is almost equal to 1, which represents glassy carbon[100, 101].
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Fig.3.11 Raman spectra of samples pyrolyzed at 900 °C

3.4.4 Electrochemical characterization
The electrochemical property can evaluate the performance of the carbon electrode arrays
[102-105]. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) and cyclic voltammetry (CV)
measurements were taken with a Gamry Potentiostat, controlled by Gamry Framework software.
Moreover, the commercial Pt microelectrodes were using as the comparing electrodes. For all
analyses, a Faraday cage was used to block electromagnetic fields noise, and probes submerged in
1x phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, pH7.4) solution. The electrochemical analysis was performed
on a three-electrode system where an Ag/AgCl electrode was used as the reference electrode, and
Pt electrode was chosen as the counter electrode while the carbon electrode served as a working
electrode. EIS measurements were obtained by applying a ten mV alternating current with the
frequency ranging from 1Hz to 100kHz. The results of CV measurements were obtained by setting
a potential window ranged from 0.7 V to 1.15 V, at a scan rate of 200 mVs-1, and scanned for six
cycles.
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The electrochemical behavior was studied utilizing electrochemical measurement. The
fabricated carbon electrodes array and commercial Pt electrode were used to compare. Cyclic
voltammetry (CV) measurement was used to quantify their charge storage capacity(CSC), and
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was used to show the charge transport dynamics
[106, 107]. Fig.3.12(a) shows the CV curves of the carbon electrodes at scan voltage from −0.7 V
to 1.2 V at a scan rate ranged from 20 mV/s to 200 mV/s. Fig.3.12(b) shows the CV curves of the
carbon electrodes and Pt electrodes at the scan rate of 100 mV/s. The potential window for the
carbon electrode was ranges from -0.6 to 1.1V, and -0.6 to 0.6 for the Pt electrode. The specific
capacitance of electrodes can calculate by Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA) scripts using the
formula:
𝐸

𝐶=

2
∫𝐸1 𝑖(𝐸)𝑑(𝐸)

[2𝐴(𝐸2 − 𝐸1 )𝑣]

Here, E1 is the lower limit of potential voltage, E2 is the upper limit of potential voltage, i(E) is
the current, d(E) is the differential of potential voltage, A is the exposure area of electrodes, and v
is the scan rate.
The exposure area A of the carbon electrode was 0.78 mm2, and for the Pt electrode, the
parameter was 0.61 mm2. The result showed that the carbon electrode had a higher specific
capacitance than Pt electrode (9.18 mF/cm2 vs 3.32 mF/cm2). The CV curves showed that the
peak current magnutude was correlated to elctrode area, diffusion coefficient, redox species,
concentration and voltage scan rate. The result showed that the carbon electrode had better
electrodechemical properties than the commercial Pt electrode (see Fig3.12(b)).
The CV curves also show that carbon electrode can sustain wider operating voltage than Pt
electrodes under-stimulation because carbon electrodes can withstand higher voltage stimulation
without producing irreversible faradaic reactions.
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Fig.3.12 (a) Cyclic voltammetry plot of carbon electrodes under scan rate from 20 mV/s to 200
mV/s (b) Cyclic voltammetry plot of carbon and Pt electrode vs Ag/AgCl in 1x PBS solution at
scan rate of 100 mV/s.
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Fig.3.13 shows the CV measurement of Pt with different scan rates. Compare with the
traditional electrochemically active metal electrode, such as Pt, which can directly store charges
during the charging and discharging processes. When a potential is applied to a Pt electrode, fast
and reversible faradaic reactions (redox reactions) take place on the electrode material and involve
the passage of charge across the double layer. The carbon is not electrochemically active material.
In other words, there is no electrochemical reaction on the electrode material during the charging
and discharging processes, and pure physical charge accumulation occurs at the
electrode/electrolyte interface. This property can be explained that a carbon electrode stores
electrical charges on both of the electrode surfaces and in bulk near the surface of the solid
electrode. Rather than within the entire electrode, the reaction will not necessarily be limited by
ionic conduction into the electrode bulk. So the ions transfer rates are much faster than the
electrochemical redox reactions, which lead the carbon to become one of the most critical potential
materials for using to make supercapacitor [70, 108-110].
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Fig.3.13 CV measurement of commercial Pt electrode with different scan rate

EIS has been used as additional approach to evaluate the electrochemical behavior of carbon
arrays and commercial Pt microelectrodes[111-113]. The EIS measurment allows to measure the
change of charge transfer resistance with the different voltage apply. This data of resistance can
be using to obtain information about the electrodchemical reaction rate. For quantitative
comparisons of the charge transfer resistance, Fig.3.14 summarized EIS plots of carbon and Pt
electrodes which were fitted using the equivalent circuit models as well as give further insight into
the electrical properties of the electrodes. As shown in Fig.3.14, the impedance values of carbon
electrodes were lower than that of Pt electrode at the frequency band of 10Hz to 30kHz. The
impedance values at 1kHz usually represent the efficiency of a recording electrode, because 1kHz
is the physiologically relevant spiking frequency of neurons. For carbon electrode, the impedance
at 1kHz is 7.1kΩ, for Pt electrode that value is 8.8 kΩ, which is 23.9% higher than carbon electrode.
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Fig.3.14 Bode plot of magnitude and phase of impedance vs frequency

Furthermore, the Nyquist plots for carbon electrodes and the equivalent circuit models are
reported in Fig.3.15. The graphs plot the imaginary impedance (Zimage) against the real
impedance (Zreal) at each testing frequency. The solution resistance can be obtained by reading
the real axis value at the high-frequency intercept, which corresponds to the charge transfer at the
electrode interface [114, 115]. The real axis value at the low-frequency region is the sum of the
polarization resistance and the solution resistance, which is due to the diffusion transfer process.
In this model, the composition of an equivalent circuit including an electrolyte resistance (Rs), a
charge transfer resistance (Rct) in parallel with a constant phase element (CPE), and the Warburg
diffusion impedance (W). The constant phase element is defined as the difference with an ideal
1

capacitor, which can be expressed as 𝑍𝐶𝑃𝐸 = (𝑗𝜔)𝛼 𝑌 where 𝑌0 represents the capacitance and 𝛼 is
0

a constant related to the different behavir compare to the pure capactitor ( 𝑌0 = 1 for a pure
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capacitor). The corresponding parameters show the EIS parameters of Carbon in the equivalent
circuit, in the equivalent circuit RS, represent the resistance of the PBS solution. The model shows
an excellent fitting result for both carbon and Pt electrodes. The EIS parameters for carbon
electrodes obtained through fitting the experimental data to the model are RS= 2916 Ω, RCT=
1522 Ω, ZCPE with Y0=7.42 e-7 S*sα and α= 0.65, ZW= 2.6 e-7 S*s1/2.

Fig.3.15 experiment data and fitting result of Carbon electrode
3.5 Neural signal recording
Neurophysiologic experiments were performed in-vivo to evaluate the performance of the
carbon electrode in recording the neural signal [116-118]. This part of the research was carried out
in collaboration with Prof. C. Chen at the BME Department. The Animal Investigation Committee
at Wayne State University approved all the procedures. Adult male Sprague-Dawley rats weighing
550–600 g (n=6) were used for the electrophysiological experiment. Rats were first anesthetized
by using 5% isoflurane to knock out an intraperitoneal which is used to injection of butorphanol
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(0.1 mg kg−1), ketamine hydrochloride (43 mg kg−1), and xylazine (7 mg kg−1). Supplemental
doses were used when needed to maintain anesthesia during the experiment. For neural recording,
the rat cerebral cortex was exposed by a medical drill, and the recording electrodes were placed
on the cerebral cortex's surface. For electrical stimulation, the sciatic nerve was exposed by cutting
biceps femoris, and a pair of Pt wires hooked on the sciatic nerve for electrical stimulation.
More details are discussed as follows. The surgical procedures include cutting the dura to
expose the right somatosensory cortex and exposing the left sciatic nerve. As shown in Fig.3.16,
carbon electrodes were placed on the right somatosensory cortex to record the neural signals, and
a pair of Teflon coated Pt wires with 2mm bare tip were placed on a wax shell to hook the sciatic
nerve. Stimulus pulses (1 Hz, 2-ms-duration) were applied to Pt wires to stimulate the sciatic nerve
to evoke neural signals. With an amplitude ranging from 0.1 to 3 V. neural signal and stimulus
voltage were simultaneously recorded (sampling rate at 1K Hz) using Biopac data acquisition
system MP-36 (Biopac Inc, Goleta, CA). The sampling rate of the data acquisition system was 1
kHz, with an amplification gain at 1000x. The neural signal recording channel was filtered from 5
Hz to 35 Hz.
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Fig.3.16(a) Carbon/Pt electrode placement for nural signal recording (b) Pt electrodes stimulate
the sciatic nerve to evoke nural signal

Fig.3.17 (a) and (b) shows the neural signal recorded by carbon and Pt electrode at the
stimulation voltage of 0.1V and 0.8V. At low stimulation voltage (0.1V), the carbon electrode can
record the neural signals evoked by electrical stimulation, while the neural signals recorded by the
pt electrode were drowned in noise signals. At higher stimulation voltage (0.8V), the Pt electrode
and carbon electrode showed similar peak value of evoked potential, but the carbon electrode had
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more stable resting potential. After stimulation, the carbon electrode returned to resting potential
quicker than the Pt electrode.
The SNR(signal-to-noise ratios) of the neural signals recorded in the cerebral cortex of six
adult rats are listed in Table 8. The average SNR of carbon electrodes was 50.73±6.11, while the
average SNR of pt electrodes was 20.15±5.32. The results showed that carbon electrodes had
higher SNR (t-test, p<0.001).
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Fig.3.17 In-vivo neural signal recording of rats using carbon and Pt electrodes. (a) EEG signal
recorded by carbon and Pt electrode at stimulation voltage of 0.1V. (b) EEG signal recorded by
carbon and Pt electrode at stimulation voltage of 0.8V.

Table 10 The SNR of neural signals for six adult rats
1
2
3
4
Carbon
49.53
42.68
55.74
57.92
Pt
19.81
12.37
23.45
25.46

5
44.82
15.32

6
53.71
24.47

3.6 Conclusions
This work shows the possibility of using 3D printing non-conductive polymer to fabricate
penetrated carbon electrodes by combining the pyrolysis. We demonstrated a novel method to
enable 3D printing technology to build penetrating glassy carbon neural implant arrays. This
process is different from the traditional MEMS and semi-conductor fabrication process. 3D
printing together with pyrolysis can produce a new conductive carbon electrodes with complex
shapes and dimentions for many potential applications. Although the very high percentage of
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shrinkage occurred during the pyrolysis in both height and width, the optimized three-steps
pyrolysis process makes the structure mostly retain the original 3D printing structure.
The penetrated and low-cost glassy carbon electrode arrays were successfully fabricated.
The electrodes can be used as recording, as well as stimulating electrodes for both electrical and
electrochemical signals. In the experiment, the specific capacitance of the carbon electrode is
9.18mF/cm2, and the electrode also has a low impedance (7.1 kΩ) at 1kHz, which has benefit in
recording the bio-electrical signal. The electrophysiological experiment also shows that the glassy
carbon arrays have an SNR of 50.73±6.11, much higher than that of the commercialized Pt
electrode when recording neural signal in-vivo. Based on the results of the experiment, the glassy
carbon shows its good behavior of electrochemical properties, which might be an ideal
microelectrode material by using as a chronic model for implant therapeutic and integrated circuit
on Si substrate.
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CHAPTER 4: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
4.1 Conclusions
3D printing has become a useful and transformative method and has applications in many
different fields, including organ printing, aerospace applications, and medical devices. With higher
resolution, faster production speed, and more design flexibility, 3D printing technologies can lead
to more novel devices and systems. In this research, two new techniques have been developed to
enable 3D printing technologies for artificial compound eye system and penetrating glassy carbon
neural electrode array.
This work focuses on developing new applications based on the SLA 3D printing process,
which uses the liquid resin to create a solid 3D structure. The limitation of SLA 3D printing was
addressed by integrating synergistic techniques into the two new approaches. The first one is the
application of SLA 3D printing technology together with a polymer filling process for lenses to
fabricate 3D structures that mimic an artificial compound eye system. The second work is the
application of DLP 3D printing technology together with a pyrolysis process to fabricate the
penetrating electrical-conducting carbon neural probes arrays.
The compound eyes of insects are very well suited for the design of autonomous artiﬁcial
biological vision systems. Inspired by them, an optical system with a complicated 3D structure has
been fabricated to detect the motion of moving objects. The 3D optical unit named ommatidium
includes a honeycomb hexagonal lens, a polymer cone, a cylindrical-shape polymer waveguide,
and a 3D printed waveguide cladding, and a light intensity sensor. The variable focal length was
achieved by adjusting the geometric properties from 3D printing designs, such as the diameter of
the aperture and length of artificial rhabdom. Using the control of surface wettability, various
lenses with optical parameters of the NA, f-number, and acceptance angle was demonstrated and
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compared to the theory. Besides, the artificial compound eye system for application for 2D motion
detection has been demonstrated. Compare with the traditional motion detector, which is based on
using image processing, our system using the light intensity sensors to detect the moving object
has a significant advantage in reducing the calculation time and improving the sensitivity and
stability.
In traditional carbon material manufacturing process, it is challenging to fabricate
millimeter-height carbon electrodes, due to the slow reaction speed or costly clean-room
equipment. So we proposed a new fabrication method of combining 3D printing and chemical
modification to manufacture penetrating glassy carbon electrodes. For the first time, chapter 3
presents a novel approach of manufacturing millimeter-height, implantable glassy carbon
electrodes to probe sophisticated electrical and chemical environments in a brain. Combining SLA
3D printing, chemical pyrolysis, and direct transfer with parylene, multiple carbon electrodes have
been integrated without the need for deep reactive ion etching (DRIE). This work adapts
stereolithography to create penetrating polymer microstructures. With optimal pyrolysis treatments,
the microstructures have been converted to carbon electrodes with excellent electrochemical and
chemical properties. An array of carbon neural electrodes has been preliminarily tested in-vivo,
where neurotransmitters' release provides useful information for closed-loop control in neural
stimulation. Our objective is to integrate high-density mechanically robust glassy carbon using
low-cost 3D printing and chemical modification to perform neural stimulation/recording and
chemical sensing simultaneously. The carbon electrode can be fabricated in any arbitrary 3D
geometry, which has been found challenging with conventional silicon micromachining. The
height of our implantable carbon electrodes is 1.5mm, with a tip exposure area of 0.78 mm2. We
optimized the 3D printer parameters to get the desired structure directly printed on the Si substrate.
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The processing parameters for pyrolysis was changed to make the structure more conductive and
less deformable. Then we used parylene coating to transfer the device from the Si substrate directly.
The electrochemical performance of the carbon electrodes was evaluated by electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) and cyclic voltammetry (CV). The electrophysiological experiment
was conducted to measure the neural signals in-vivo using carbon electrodes, with electrical
stimulation at the sciatic nerve.
Compare with the commercialized Pt electrode, our carbon electrode has a higher of the
specific capacitance and the lower impedance at 1kHz, which was beneficial for the recording the
bio-electrical signal in the brain. The electrophysiological experiment showed that the glassy
carbon arrays have a higher SNR than that of the commercialized Pt electrode while recording
neural signal in-vivo. This work represents an innovative approach toward realizing advanced
penetrating neural probes for better resolution neural recording.
4.2 Future work
Although the method of surface tension to control the polymer lenses' excellent uniformity has
been proved, the process of polymer filling still needs to optimize. This dissertation has presented
one method using a syringe pump to control the polymer volume and fill the polymer to form the
lenses one by one. A technique that filling the polymer and build the lenses at once (self-assembles)
is a much more ideal method to control the uniformity. Based on the study from the literature, the
following approach could be tested in future: A 3D printing cladding modified with a hydrophobic
layer that has an array of cladding structure exhibits different wettability for inside holes
(hydrophilic) versus outside holes (hydrophobic). When liquid flows over the surface, a small
amount of liquid is adhered to hydrophilic holes and forms a lens-shaped droplet array that self-
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assembles because of surface tension. However, the critical point of the experiment is finding the
most suitable surface treatment methods.
A biologically inspired compound eye system is fabricated for fast detection of object motion
without the need for any image processing. The artificial ommatidium array structurally and
functionally mimics the natural compound eyes in terms of motion detection. The use of light
sensors, instead of CMOS/CCD arrays, eliminates the need for complicated digital hardware and
simpliﬁes the signal processing of motion detection. However, the distance and speed of a moving
object can be measured using the compound eye system only in 2D maps, and the system only can
detect one object at a time. As a result, extending the range of motion detector's working
application is becoming an exciting topic. For example, detect multiple objects simultaneously and
catch the path of moving objects in 3D.
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ABSTRACT
ENABLING 3D PRINTING TECHNOLOGIES FOR ARTIFICIAL COMPOUND EYE SYSTEM AND
PENETRATING NEURAL PROBES
by
BOSHEN ZHANG
August 2020
Advisor: Dr. Yang Zhao
Major: Electrical Engineering
Degree: Doctor of Philosophy
3D printing has become a useful and transformative method and has applications in many
different fields, including organ printing, aerospace applications, and medical devices. With higher
resolution, faster production speed, and more design flexibility, 3D printing technologies can lead
to more novel devices and systems. In this research, two new techniques have been developed to
enable 3D printing technologies for artificial compound eye system and penetrating glassy carbon
neural electrode array.
This work focuses on developing new applications based on the SLA 3D printing process,
which uses the liquid resin to create a solid 3D structure. The limitation of SLA 3D printing was
addressed by integrating synergistic techniques into the two new approaches. The first one is the
application of SLA 3D printing technology together with a polymer filling process for lenses to
fabricate 3D structures that mimic an artificial compound eye system. The second work is the
application of DLP 3D printing technology together with a pyrolysis process to fabricate the
penetrating electrical-conducting carbon neural probes arrays.
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